
Build better together. As one team on one platform.

The Control Center for Your Construction Projects

3500+ satisfied users in more than 500 projects

Success in projects arises from teamwork. That's why we strengthen construction as a 
collaborative process and, based on lean principles, connect all participants on a single platform. 

Finally, planners can plan, construction managers can manage, and trades can execute -
connected, transparent and always in sync with each other.

<<<<<<

Scheduling & Takt Planning

<<<<<<

Execution & Site Control

<<<<<<

Realtime Monitoring

Based on Lean principles and LPS® API interface for system integration Import and start with CPM schedules



Create schedules quickly and easily

Right at the start of the project, planning and execution connect in real time. As a team, they 
collaboratively define the project structure, work areas, and process sequences on the Whiteboard. 

Using the Takt Planning Feature they create an optimally takted, stable schedule.

Collaborative approach for a common understanding

Easily define areas and standard processes together, 
detail them with milestones, team strengths and 
durations and thus lay the foundation for takting.

Optional: Import of existing CPM schedules

Planning based on lean principles and the LPS®

The most intuitive way to the takted schedule

The takt planning function creates a takt process plan 
in a few seconds by assigning cycle trains to areas. 
This can be further optimized by different variants 
(e.g. team strengths, durations).

Takt planning guarantees coordinated processes

Increases speed of expansion, efficiency and 
transparency

Selected features:

Start planning with the 
collaborative Whiteboard

Generate the ideal schedule with 
automatic takting



Based on the schedule, the Dailyboard simplifies on-site coordination. Site management 
coordinates tasks and contractors document progress via the Mobile App. LCM Digital transfers 

all information back to the Dailyboard to keep the progress and all participants up-to-date.

Focused on-site coordination 
with the Dailyboard

Always have an overview of tasks and their status

The Dailyboard shows upcoming activities on a daily 
basis or in the 4-6 week preview. Site managers 
control upcoming activities with increased oversight 
and  confidence. 

Control daily activities with digital Kanban

Fully synchronized with the process plan

Realtime status feedback from site 
via Mobile App 

Capture progress from the construction site in realtime

With the mobile app, status of tasks is reported back 
directly from the construction site and can be approved by 
site managers. Communication according to the pull 
principle keeps all participants informed about the progress.

Full synchronisation between construction site and office

All participants are always up to date

Selected features:

Execute and deliver on-schedule



With LCM Digital, project and construction managers save the time-consuming task of 
combining project data. The dashboard creates transparency and transforms all information 

into meaningful key figures. Problems and deviations are quickly recognized and those 
responsible can react in time.

The project performance always 
in sight

Important key figures clearly visualized

Data and process flows from construction planning and 
control are automatically bundled in the dashboard. 
Those responsible quickly understand their project and 
pass on reliable information.

Simplified reporting through export function 

Precisely analyze with the filter function

Understand plan adjustments and 
problems

Understand problems and deviations quickly 

In the planning vs. baseline data area, the current 
planning status is compared to previous planning 
statuses. The effects of adjustments on problems 
quickly become apparent.

Understand efficiency gains through lean principles

Set optimal planning data as a benchmark in follow-up 
projects

Selected features:

Track Project Performance in Realtime



Contact details

Project reference

Start with your own project or example project

Personal and customized to your requirements

Including 100-day satisfaction guarantee

To the request

Personal product demoLCM Digital GmbH

sales@lcmdigital.com

+49 (0) 711 1317 12473

www.lcmdigital.com

Services used by LCM Digital

Project and process structuring with takt areas 
and trade trains

Scheduling and process planning

Dynamic process planning with LCM Digital

Interactive dashboards for the 4-week preview

Automated connection of BIM and LEAN

For the linkage of LEAN process data with the geometric 
BIM model in the OWP 12 project, we were awarded the 
2021 BIM Award in the "Rethink BIM" category.

Innovative 4D simulation of the takt schedule

Real-time progress tracking directly from the 
construction site into the model

New office building OWP 12 
by Drees & Sommer

Progress tracking

Visualized (model-based) project status and 
heat map

Linkage of material, supply chain and takted
schedule

Awarded for the automated linking 
of BIM and LEAN

https://lcmdigital.com/en/demo-buchen/
mailto:sales@lcmdigital.com
http://www.lcmdigital.com/

